


To plan your day, you need to know
what the weather will be like. A forecast
is a prediction of future weather. How do
meteorologists get the information they
need to make a forecast?

VReading Check

2. Kayla watched the __ to find out
whether it would rain.
a. temperature
b. forecast
c. wind vane

2 Meteorologists gather data near Earth's
surface and high in the atmosphere. A
network of weather stations gathers data
near the ground. These stations have
instruments that measure temperature, air
pressure, wind speed, wind direction, and
relative humidity.

3 Data from high in the atmosphere
can affect our weather on the ground.
Meteorologists use special technology to
gather data high in the sky. For example,
Doppler radar is a system that sends out,
receives, and interprets radio waves.

4 Radio waves scatter when they meet
certain objects, such as raindrops. Doppler
radar picks up the waves when they scatter
back to the system. The scattered waves let
meteorologists know where a storm is and
how fast it is moving.

VReadlng Check

3. What happens to radio waves when
they meet raindrops?
a. They scatter.
b. They become invisible.
c. They move below the storm.

5 Weather balloons are another tool that
can be used to learn about conditions high
in the atmosphere. Weather balloons carry
small packages of weather instruments into
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the air. These instrumel1ts measure, record,
and send back information about weather
conditions.

VReading Check

4. A__ is useful to gather data high
overhead.
a. weather balloon
b. weather station
c. weather vane

6 In addition to radar and weather
balloons, meteorologists use satellites
to gather weather data from the upper
atmosphere. Weather satellites orbit Earth
and take images of cloud cover and surface
temperatures. Some weather satellites use
technology that lets them take pictures at
night. Other satellites use technology to
measure the water vapor in the air. Areas
with a lot of water vapor will likely have
cloudy skies and rain.

7 As you might guess, all this technology
gives meteorologists much to analyze
before they can make a forecast. They
use computers to help them process the
information. Then they plot the data on
weather maps. Meteorologists use symbols
and numbers to show weather conditions.

VReadlng Check

5. Meteorologists use __ to process
weather information.
a. radar
b. station models
c. computers

8 For example, station models show
weather data for a particular city at a
particular time. A station model uses both
symbols and numbers to show cloud cover,
wind speed, ~ind direction, temperature,
and air pressure.
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9 Once they plot the data on a map,
meteorologists make their forecasts. In
general, forecasts for between one and
three days are fairly accurate. Forecasts
that cover longer periods of time are less
accmate. Why? Weather is affected by
many factors. It is very difficult to track all
these factors and predict how they might
interact. These factors can also change

Word Study

very q,uickly, so the longer the time period,
the less accurate the prediction.

VReadlng Check

6. Long-term forecasts are __
a. not very accurate
b. simple to create
c. seldom wrong

Prefixes A prefix is a syllable that can be added to the beginning of a word
to form a word with a different meaning.

mis + understahd = misunderstand (to understand wrongly)
the prefix mis- means "wrongly" or "poorly"
un + able = unable (not able)
the prefix un· means "not"
in + active = inactive (not active)
the prefix in- means "not"

Read the definitions below. Add a prefix to each word in bold tgpe to
make a new word with the stated meaning. Write the new word.

7. represent poorly: __
8. pronOlllice poorly: __
9. not accurate:

10. cast poorly: __
11. not comprehensible: __
12. not complete: __
13. q,uote wrongly: __
14. spell wrongly: __
15. not covered:
16. not eq,uaI: _.__
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Standardized Test Practice

Weather Map Symbols

Precipitation I Wind Speed I Cloud

I
Types of

Coverage Clouds

.v- 0 "). Scattered
Rain 3-7 knots No cover cirrus

\.------- ~ ~
* Thin

Snow 8-12 knots 2110-3/10 altostratus

,. 'u---- () ~
Drizzle 13-17 knots 5/10 Cumulus

-- \\..----- •--
Completely

Fog 18-22 knots overcast Stratus

_~_-- Type of low clouds

_ Total percentage of
__~-- sky covered by clouds

__------ Dew point temperature (OF)

Sample Station Model

Charts Charts have information arranged in rows and columns. The
top row of a chart often describes the information in the columns.

Type of 
precipitation

Location of
Type of high clouds~ weather station Barometric pressure, j ~ In millibars with Initial

Type of middle clouds __-y 9 or 10 omitted (1,024.7)

--- 247
Change in barometric

+28 -- - pressure in last 3 h
Temperature (OF) 31

17. Describe the amount of cloud cover
over the city.
A. completely overcast
B. mostly overcast

C. p<l;rtly overcast
D. no cover

19. What is the current temperature in the city?
A. 24°F
B. 28°F
C. 30°F
D. 31°F

18. Which type of precipitation is falling in
the city?
A. rain
B. snow
C. hail
D. sleet

Tesl Tip

Multiple Choice Use the diagram and
chart to answer the q,uestions.


